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 ABSTRACT   Epigenetic modifications, and in particular the acetylation and deacetylation of histones are major 
contributors to carcinogenesis and form an  increasingly important area in cancer research. The ultimate goal of 
cancer research lies in the analysis and organization of the increasing amount of data and also the discovery of novel 
therapeutic or diagnostic options.This article reviewsthe various efficient bioinformatics methods for cancer research. 
The main concepts and principles for the important and commonly used bioinformatics methods are introduced. In 
addition, a list of available software and databases are provided. Finally, future directions and challenges for the 
development and applications of various techniques are discussed.We suggest that, the evaluation of such technologies 
could form the important steps in the future development of successful cancer therapeutic options. 
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Introduction 
Cancer is a class of diseases that occurs mainly by epigenetic modifications. Epigenetics modifications are 
the changes which occurs in the genesand affects the activity and expression. Much effort has been made to 
determine the epigenetic mechanism. Among this, histone acetylation and deacetylation play a major role in 
cancer development. Extensive research has been conducted in histone deacetylases (HATs) and histone 
deacetylases (HDACs) which are the essential enzymes and regulators in this process. Since, epigenetics is a 
hallmark of cancer, large amount of data is being generated by an increasing number of biological tests and 
laboratory procedures. Thus, big data analysis strategies are used to provide more clarity and a better 
decision for research and development in cancer research.Bioinformatics is one such method which has 
been studied for several years and reports success stories. This is a multidisciplinary subject which 
encompasses all the aspects of life sciences and information technology (IT) to solve problems in biological 
sciences. To date, much progress is there in the development of bioinformatics as a platform for cancer 
research. Across several methodologies designed and developed for bioinformatics, omics is the most 
important such as genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics etc..In this review, we sought to 
elucidate the role of bioinformatics and its potential applications in cancer research. 

 
Figure 1:Epigenetic modification mechanisms. DNA methylation mediated by DNA methyltransferase 

enzymes,Histone modification and acetylationin lysine residues of histone and miRNA begins activation to 

regulate gene expression[1]. 
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Methodology 
We used PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) and other literature searches such as google 
scholar to identify publications on our search criteria, starting with basic search queries such as 
‘bioinformatics’, ‘cancer research’, ‘cancer bioinformatics’ etc..to generate adequate number of research 
papers. We analyzed all the obtained papers on each page and sorted by relevance, year, content and 
importance. A manual comparison was done to find the duplication and these were excluded from the final 
list.Our paper is organized as follows: first we provide an overview of  some of the important bioinformatics 
methods which is followed by examiningitsimportancein cancer research and discussedthe application of 
these methods. This is followed by a conclusion. 
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 
This field helps to investigate the genetic architecture of disease and identifies single and minute variations 
called single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs that occur more frequently in cancer[2].In addition to the 
inherent genetic aberrations, SNPstudies have been reported to provide information of mutations 
whichhelps the researchers to identify deletions, insertions and copy number variations[3,4]. GWAS 
eventually highlights the mechanisms in the cancer progression and its clinical implications. 
Phylogenetics analysis 
Phylogenetic studies are basis for comparative genomics which involves the comparative studies of genes 
across the animal kingdom to underpin the mechanism, and evolution of disease genes[5]. Thus 
Phylogenetic analysis   are helpful in determining the role of genes and their origin. Significant advances 
have been made in last few years towards the development of evolutionary studies for cancer research[6,7]. 
Interactome and pathway studies 
Interactome is the network of genes/proteins in the cell[8]. Protein-protein interaction (PPI) studies reveal 
the molecular pathways associated with the disease and identify its real cause. This allows the generation of 
hub genes for the gene taking part in cancer progression. All these factors mean that, a clear interpretation 
of network is required to uncover their clinical value and their networking.By executing Interactome and 
pathway analysis, researchers can identify numerous genes that were differentially expressedin clinical 
samples and help to determine correspondingbiomarkers[9]. 
Structural bioinformatics 
Structural bioinformatics is the prediction and analysis of the structure of biological molecules such as DNA, 
RNA and proteins. In this method, the function of molecules can be inferred from their sequence or 
structural details by comparing database structures and validates them[10].Therefore, homology modeling 
has become a widely accepted method for elucidation of theoretical model of molecules especially proteins. 
This would allow further validation and use for receptor-drug interaction studies. 
Cheminformatics and drug discovery 
Design and development of novel and efficient drug components for cancer is a challenging process. 
Cheminformatics is a modern field which uses the complex structure of chemical compounds and identify 
its potential as drug compounds. These drug discovery techniques which helps pharma companies and 
medical researchers to make potential medicines for cancer research[11].However, compounds identified 
through quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR), docking and dynamics studies require further 
validation such as adsorption, distribution, metabolization and excretion (ADME), lipinski’s rule analysis, 
including further wetlaband biological testing, where only real trials are made.QSAR appeared to be as 
important area in drug development[12].ADME testing is crucial for clinical testing and validation of 
drugs[13] and lipinski’s rule validates whether a molecule is orally active or not based on certain rules [14] 

Table 1: Overview of the important bioinformatics methods and list of available softwares/databases 
 

S.No Method Softwares/databases 

1. GWAS PLINK/GPLINK[15], METAL[16], GWAMA[17], 
MANTRA[18]. 

2. Phylogenetic analysis Clustalw/X[19], Phylip[20], MEGA[21], BEAST[22], 
PAUP[23]. 

3. Interactome and pathway 
studies 

IntAct[24], PANTHER[25], KEGG[26], STRING[27], 
BioGrid[28]. 

4. Structural bioinformatics 
 

SWISS-MODEL[29], Phyre2[30],  PDB[31], 
Modeller[32],  

5. Cheminformatics and drug 
discovery 

Schrodinger[33], BioVia DS visualize (Biovia, 2016), 
Patchdock[34], 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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Discussion 
The results obtained in this study describetherole of bioinformatics in cancer research.In addition to the 
description we have provided, studies show thatnew areas such as systems biology, precision medicine that 
serves as emerging fields which contributes effectively in speeding up the cancer research. Emerging 
sequencing technologies offer the possibility of producing large datasets and gene expression data which 
can help savingtime and revenue by producing better results for future researches. 
 

Conclusion  
Bioinformatics has been shown as an important field of study for cancer research. In addition, emerging 
bioinformatics methodologies such as machine learning offers the possibility of screening large number of 
chemical compounds in which novel and specific drug components could be identified for cancer targets. 
The evolution of such technologies for cheminformatics-based drug discovery is an important step in the 
future development of potential drug compounds at a faster pace.Our findings in this review may enhance 
the understanding of the different branches of bioinformatics and suggest the best methodology according 
to the need of research in cancer.But still there is a need to explore for more applications. 
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